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In Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF) the Deuterium-Tritium (DT) thermonuclear fuel is compressed 
and heated in order to ignite the fusion reaction: D + T → a + n + Q; Q = 17.6 MeV. In the central 
ignition scheme the implosion of a spherical capsule aims to compress and heats up a small portion of 
the fuel called hot-spot where the fusion reactions take place. In successfully implosions the relatively 
large fuel areal density allows the propagation of a thermonuclear burn wave through a significant 
portion of fuel providing high fractional burn-up (≈ 1/3) and an high energy gain G ≈ 100. 
Two different ways are considered for laser-driven implosions: Indirect Drive (ID) and Direct Drive 
(DD). The first consists in using X-rays conversion of laser energy inside a hohlraum to implode the 
spherical pellet while in direct drive, lasers hit directly the external side of the pellet. 
While the main approach for LMJ is indirect drive, we additionally look at the opportunity to consider 
Direct Drive as an alternative to achieve high gain thermonuclear fusion on LMJ. Thus, we will make 
a review of our recent activities in this way. 
Various aspects will be addressed such as the sensitivity of the self-ignition threshold of direct-drive 
ICF targets to numerous physical phenomena such as hot-spot heat conduction or stopping power 
modelling. We show that the ignition is very sensitive to the thermal flux that crosses the edge of the 
hot-spot showing the needs of a better understanding of the heat conduction in ignition regimes. In 
addition, the refinement of stopping power modelling leads to an increase of the self-ignition threshold 
that may reduce the robustness of previous target design. Thus a feedback has to be taken into account 
in future target designs. A study on the characterization of fuel using secondary fusion products will 
be also shown. We show that time resolved measurement of secondary processes in D2 gas filled 
spherical implosion would give the opportunity to measure the time history of the electron temperature 
and the fuel areal density during the fusion processes. These measurements would be of high interest 
in many fundamental aspects such as electron-ion temperature equilibration or stopping power 
modelling. 
Finally we will present the first direct-drive implosions done recently on LMJ. This experiment has 
been the opportunity to produce the first neutrons on LMJ coming from D+D thermonuclear fusion. 
1011 neutrons have been obtained with 59 kJ incident laser energy hitting directly a 1 mm in diameter 
spherical glass capsule. This will be supplemented by pre-and post-shot 3D hydrodynamics 
calculations. 
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